Abstract. Accurate assessment of the breast cancer deterioration degree plays a crucial role in making medical plan, and the important basis for degree assessment is the number of mitoses in a given area of the pathological image. We utilized deep multi-scale fused fully convolutional neural network (MFF-CNN) combing with conditional random felid (CRF) to detect mitoses in hematoxylin and eosin stained histology image. Analyze the characteristics of mitotic detection ----scale invariance and sparsity, as well as the difficulties ----small amount of data , inconsistent image staining and sample class unbalanced. Based on this, mitotic detection model is designed. In this paper, a tissue-based staining equalization method is used, and to establish an effective training sample set, we select training samples by using CNN. A mitotic detection model fusing multi-level and multi-scale features and context information was designed, and the corresponding training strategy was made to reduce over-fitting. As preliminarily validated on the public 2014 ICPR MITOSIS data, our method achieves a better performance in term of detection accuracy than ever recorded for this dataset.
Introduction
Mitosis counting refers to the number of dividing cell identified in a fixed number of high power fields (40x magnification in this experiment), which is laborious, subjective [1] . In hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained breast cancer sections, mitoses are discernible as hyperchromatic objects with dark color that lack clear nuclear membranes and have irregularity shape properties. In fact, mitosis is a complex process during which a cell nucleus undergoes four phase and exhibits highly variable appearance, moreover in most stages a mitotic nucleus looks like a non-mitotic nucleus shown in Fig.1 [2] . Therefore, the identification of mitosis may often suffer from disagreement between inter-observers. The computer-aid mitosis detector for breast cancer becomes a promising solution for these issues. Because it is a hard task to extract high-efficiency features manually, the performance of early studies based on handcraft features were not so impressive [3] [4] [5] . In recent years, deep convolution neural networks (CNN) exhibits outstanding performance in classification [6] [7] [8] , which can learn high-level feature representation from the raw dataset. Nowadays, more and more researchers begin to apply CNN model to mitosis detection.
Fig. 1.
The example of mitoses and non-mitoses (each column in red rectangle represents prophase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase of mitosis respectively, and non-mitoses with similarity appearance as mitosis were shown in the green rectangle)
The latest studies show that deep CNN with hierachical feature representation has made breakthroughs in mitosis detection [9] , Table. 1 lists the papers using deep learning in mitosis detection.
Haibo Wang et al. proposed an cascaded strategy combining the handcraft features and the features learned from deep CNN model together to generate more comprehensive features for mitosis detection [10] . This method was evaluated on the public ICPR12 mitosis dataset and yielded an F-measure of 0.7345 being the second best performance ever recorded in this dataset.
Ciresan et al. applied a DNN model to classify each pixel of the H&E stained mitosis images, consequently won the ICPR 2012 mitosis detection competition [11] . They proposed an approach to select relatively rare challenging non-mitosis samples based on the output of DNN model, which allowing the model to learn the significant differences between mitotic and non-mitotic nuclei efficiently. However, this training dataset includes 95.4% non-mitosis class samples and only 6.6% mitosis samples, so the detector tend to classify the mitosis as non-mitosis. In addition, the pixel-wise classifier is time-consuming, costing roughly 8 minutes per image.
Hao Chen et al. designed a faster mitosis detector by leveraging the FCN model, moreover, they proposed an innovative cascaded CNN model to detect mitosis [12] . The detection accuracy outperformed other methods by a large margin in 2014 ICPR MITOS-ATYPIA challenge.
However, above work didn't discuss the impact of the different level features from CNN on final accuracy. The complete breast cancer metastasis probability assessment process is shown in Fig.2 , including the interest region extraction steps, the staining normalization procedure, and the mitotic detection procedure. The area of interest has been given by medical professionals, and the goal of this paper is to design computer-aided system models for mitotic detection of breast cancer. ...
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Number of mitosis Assessment Fig.2 . The process of breast cancer metastasis probability assessment process
We carry out the following research contents: choosing suitable image preprocessing method to solve the problem of stain inconsistency and establishing a high quality training sample set; designing the structure of mitosis detection model. We proposed an end-to-end MFF-CNN+CRF model to fuse the multiple level and multiple scale features and the contextual information. The establishments of the sub-paths would increase the number of parameters, therefore, the multi-step training strategy is proposed to reduce over-fitting. In stain normalization step, we used stacking automatic encoder to transform the image feature space and separating various tissue by the method of K-clustering and finally stain normalizing based on tissue. By using convolutional neural network as a sample filter, a representative high-quality training dataset is established, compared with the method of random sampling, the training effi-ciency and detection accuracy of the model are improved. In summary, the main jobs of this study include:
─ Proposing an end-to-end MFF-CNN+CRF model to fuse the multiple level and multiple scale features and the contextual information to improve the detection accuracy ─ Completing the training of the proposed MFF-CNN+CRF model by a multi-step fine-tuning strategy. ─ Normalizing the stain color based on the separate tissue ─ leveraging convolutional neural network and the cascaded selection strategy to select representative non-mitosis training samples to build an effective dataset Among above jobs, both the MFF-CNN+CRF model with corresponding training strategy are first time applied in the field of mitosis detection. The rest of this paper organized as follow. The section 2 will explain the new methodology in detailed. The section 3 will describe the experiment and exhibit the results. The section 4 will present the conclusion for this work.
METHODOLOGY
Stain-Normalization and training dataset building
The inconsistency of stain condition makes the appearances of H&E stained histology drastically different, so the classify performance was degraded [13] [14] . For instance, many false mitosis may arise when the histopathology slide is over-stained. This experiment performed staining unmixing (separation of the hematoxylin and eosin stains) and normalized each hematoxylin and eosin image separately [16] . This method was based on what was described in [17] . First of all, we use the stacked autoencoder to transfer the feature space of image, and then use K-clustering method to represent all kinds of tissues and separate the different kinds of tissues. Finally, we stain normalized each type of tissue separately. The whole process is shown in Fig.3 . It was utilized not only to preprocess the training and testing image suffering from a poor staining. To build an effective dataset , we used g the CNN model as samples selector by leveraging the cascaded selection strategy., we extracted the non-mitosis patches by leveraging the output probability images of the previous stage. The values of probability images represent the likelihood of mitosis and were used to the select the challenging samples. And then, we augmented the mitosis training samples by rotations of {0;45;90;135;180;215;270} degrees and translation.
Multi-scale Fused Fully Convolutional Network
The features from lower layers of CNN model responds to the general attributes such as edge, color, texture and so on, while the higher layer features are more classspecific and abstract [18] [19] [20] . Inspiring by the previous work which combined the handcrafted features and the features learned from deep CNN [15] , this study proposed a sampler and efficient approach in which linked the output of conv3 and conv4 layer to fc6 to combine the extracted different level features. The structure of model is shown as Fig.4 . To reduce over-fitting, we utilized the off-the-shelf CaffeNet model for initialization and the training process of the whole FF-CNN model including three steps, we trained the plain model without the two sub-paths firstly, later the sub-path between conv4 and fc6_2 and the sub-path between conv3 and fc6_3 were set up successively. The multi-scale FF-CNN model has two branches with different scale features and the final class prediction for each pixel is the joint prediction from all two branches. More contextual information could be captured by the larger scale branch, which helps detect more real mitotic samples. Combining predictions achieve better mitotic detection. As we know, it will be more difficult to train a multi-scale FCN model, so we modify the original loss function to make multi-scale learning features more recognizable, which can speed up training and improve performance. The loss function is as follows: In order to focus on the discrimination characteristics of each scale, we will initialize larger i  . Then we gradually lower i  and focus on the joint training.  are the compress-ratio of the width and height respectively. Actually, the "compress-ratio" is roughly equal to the stride S of whole model . According to our compress-ratio, the value of displacement should be chosen as 32. In this up-sample approach, there will be 1024 32 32   operations to be implemented per image. The computation is redundant and time-consuming, finally, we set the sliding stride as 16 ,that is sliding number reduced to 4, ensuring a comparative accuracy at the same time. The method is explained in paper [21] .
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FF-CNN+CRF model
Conditional random field model (CRF) can predict pixel-level labels according to the context of the image and globally observe the image. In this paper, the CRF model connected to the FF-CNN model. The FF-CNN+CRF-RNN model is shown as Figure  5 . The FF-CNN predicts the class probability to each pixel, and the CRF-RNN uses the predicted information as its input to globally optimize the segmentation results and they based on the intensity and location information of each pixel. Firstly, the whole slice image is taken as the input of FFCNN, and two probability images p represents the probability of a pixel predicting as mitosis. Then, these tag prediction images are used as inputs to the CRF-RNN. Finally, the CRF-RNN obtains the globally optimized segmentation result of the original H&E image.
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Fig. 5. The combination of MFF-CNN and CRF_RNN
The proposed FCNN+ CRF-RNN model is divided into three steps for training: (1) Training of MFF-CNN using image patch; (2) Training of CRF-RNN using image patch and fixing the parameters of MFF-CNN; and (3) Fine-tune the entire network with the whole image. In training steps 2 and 3, we first calculate the frequency weighted loss based on the current segmentation result and the real label, then the loss information is backpropagated to adjust the parameters of the FCNN and CRF-RNN synthesis networks. In training step 2, we fixed FCNN and adjusted the parameters in CRF-RNN. In training step 3, we set a small learning rate to fine-tune the parameters of the entire network. In our experiments, the initial learning rate was set to be, after training step 1, the learning rate was divided by 10 after every 20 epoches. In training steps 2 and 3, the learning rates are set to The stain-normalization method was leveraged to preprocess the images for the slice of A03, A07, A11, A14 , A15, A17 and A18, which made the edges of mitosis clearer and color consistent shown as Fig. 6 , and to augment the training data for the slice of A04 and A05.
Evaluation and Performance
Evaluation Fig.8 . have shown that the CRF model resembles a "gate", which can filter out some of the wrong mitotic objects detected in the previous models. CRF model has added more contextual information, it can easily reduce the misjudgment mitoses, especially some isolated black noise points. The detection results for each slice are shown in the Fig.7 . Even though the overall results is improved, the F-measure of A13 is still 0. Observing the H&E image of slice A13, their appearance are largely various and over-stained, most importantly there are only two mitoses within the 64 images. 
Conclusion
Computer-assisted mitosis detector is meaningful to improve the efficiency and accuracy in cancer grading. In this paper, we proposed a Mutil-scale fused fully convolutional network combining the features from different level layers and multi-scale branches together and fine-tuned by a pre-trained caffe model. In addition, the MFF-CNN model connect to a cascaded CRF-RNN model. We using the stain normalization based on tissue to reduce stain inconformity and training samples selection strategy to build the high quality training dataset . This work achieve a impressive accuracy rate. Future work will include developing an adaptive model for multiple dataset and applying unsupervised learning method in mitosis detection task .
Fig. 8.
The detection results by different models.
